“Trinity Turtle Healing Labyrinth Park” is an initiative of the non-profit, CAPPED, Inc. When complete, this Park (built to last 100 years) will be the Largest Permanent Labyrinth Park in the USA! It will be an inspiring, healthy and attractive venue at 7440 US HWY 54/70.

Leave a lasting legacy!
Recognize your family, your business, or your organization for at least 100 years.

By making a Labyrinth Park Bench donation you will be recognized with a commemorative plaque (honoring your family, business, or organization) on a bench in the park.

There are limited bench opportunities.
Your donation is tax-deductible and it plays a vital role in the transformation of the Tularosa Basin into a place where chronic stress is reduced and people want to live, work, and play!

100% of $’s raised for this Labyrinth Park will be used for this Labyrinth Park!
There are 24 Rock Benches surrounding the Children’s Labyrinth. Each 5 feet rock bench compliments the round shape of the head of “Trinity Turtle”. We are asking Sponsors to share their favorite “inspirational quote for a child” as the message on their bench (Lines 1-4) and Sponsors name on Line 5. Your contributions help make this Vision a Reality!

Yes, I want to help transform the Tularosa Basin by supporting “Trinity Turtle Healing Labyrinth Park”, a HEALTHY initiative that is sure to improve our “Quality of Life!”

I / My Business or Organization: _____________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip: ______________________________________________________________________

Phone: _____________________________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Please print up to 5 lines with max of 20 letters/spaces per line.

Total Donation amount: $ ___________________

____ Children’s Labyrinth Bench(’s)

x $500 ea = $ ____________

Mail or hand carry this form and your check to:

CAPPED, Inc.
907 New York Ave.
Alamogordo, NM 88310
(575) 434-4673